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Why start mix…?
•
•

New curriculum 2011 – a chance to do something new!
Interdisciplinary curriculum for physics, biology and chemistry from grade 1 to 3, while technology
has its own.

Teaching in science studies should deal with the following core content in years 1–3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seasons of the year in nature
The life cycles of animals and plants, and their adaptation to different seasons of the year.
Body and health
Force and motion.
Materials and substances in our
The different materials used to manufacture daily objects and how they can be recycled.
Narratives about nature and science
Methods and ways of working

Try to work together with social science
– Science and technology for primary school, grade F-3, 15 credits
– Social science for primary school, grade F-3, 15 credits

Why overall?
• the world is integrated – learn the students to see the
possibilities
• science is integrated. Many new ideas in mixed zones
• integration may open up your eyes for new ”teaching
environments”
• important to understand each other: ”language”, thoughts
etc.
• fun for us – talk to the ”other side”, may pop up new ideas

We added one extra goal into our
course curriculum
The purpose of this course is to provide subject knowledge in technology and
the natural science subjects as well as knowledge in the didactics of these
subjects.
After completing the course, the student should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

discuss and account for everyday scientific phenomena
discuss and explain the concept of sustainable development from a
scientific and technical perspective
perform laboratory work and studies in the field, as well as discuss
observations and obtained results in a scientific way
discuss and account for technology in students' everyday lives
report on research in the didactics of science subjects and technology for
compulsory school F-3
integrate science and technology with other school subjects for
compulsory school F-3

Rough schedule
 Introduction (1 week)

 work around a site: G:a Uppsala.
 introduce teaching project
 Social science (8 weeks)
 Science and technology (7 weeks)

 collect material for teaching project
 Teaching project (2 weeks)
 mix subjects in a lecture

Multidisciplinary teaching

AROUND A SITE

Let’s go to G:a Uppsala (Old Uppsala)

Järnväg numera i tunnel

Try to make it practical

Opinions
• inspiring for the rest of the course – good and fun start
• play down the teacher student role – a bit. Having lunch- or
fika break together
• show the area in another light. Most students use the area for
walking, running, skiing – maybe a short visit to the museum
• one of the first times outdoors during their university studies good for the rest of the course

Rough schedule
 Introduction (1 week)

 work around a site: G:a Uppsala.
 introduce teaching project
 Social science (8 weeks)
 Science and technology (7 weeks)

 collect material for teaching project
 Teaching project (2 weeks)
 mix subjects in a lecture

Rough schedule
 Introduction (1 week)

 work around a site: G:a Uppsala.
 introduce teaching project
 Social science (8 weeks)
 Science and technology (7 weeks)
 collect material for teaching project
 Teaching project (2 weeks)
 mix subjects in a lecture

Multidisciplinary teaching

IN A LECTURE

Teaching project
• groups (3-4 students)
• interdisciplinary lecture (1. natural and/or technology and 2. social science)
• different themes to work within/around
• about two hours, half of the time outdoors. Do in two classes (one before lunch
and one after/if possible)
• supervisor/”bollplank” (from University) and contact with school teacher
• in class (however, no partner schools) instead of presentation for other students
• ”presentation”
•

do the lecture

•
•
•

feedback to another group – never the same theme
oral presentation in mixed groups
hand in a final written plan + reflection from lecture, feedback other group/teacher
and oral presentation

Different themes for the lecture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable development (N/S)
Natures building blocks (N)
Natural resources (N)
Who decides – past and present? (S)
Life – the start and the development (N)
Body and health (N)
Technology development (T)
Who and how to plan a community (S)
What’s justice? (S)
From poverty to well-being (S)
Space (N)
Migration of people (S)
Communication (S)
The playground (N)

N = mainly ”natural” science
S= mainly social science
T = mainly technology

Teaching project
• groups (3-4 students)
• interdisciplinary lecture (1. natural and/or technology and 2. social science)
• different themes to work within/around
• about two hours, half of the time outdoors. Do in two classes (one before lunch
and one after/if possible)
• supervisor/”bollplank” (from University) and contact with school teacher
• proper classes (no specific schools) instead of presentation for other students
• ”presentation”
•

do the lecture

•
•
•

feedback to another group – never the same theme
oral presentation in mixed groups
hand in a final written plan + reflection from lecture, feedback other group/teacher
and oral presentation

Body and health (N)
Let’s introduce:
Herr Mats Pjälkning
(or Miss Di Gestion)

Social science: From where
comes the breakfast?
”Natural” science: It’s way
through the body…
Both indoors and outdoors

Natures building blocks (N)
• A tale about the water cycle and the three states of
aggregation of water
• A number of ice-experiments (mainly outdoors).
• How the ice cover has affected the landscape, but also the
essential importance of water for life and living

What’s justice? (S)
Three tools
for transport of water

• Social sciences (indoors):
four common dilemmas:
cleaning at home, weekly
money, candy and begging.
• Social sciences (outdoors):
a relay game where the
group transported water
with three different tools
from one side of the school
yard to another – not fair?
• Physics/maths: Why
worked the bucket best?
Volume etc

Opinions
Students
•
•
•
•
•
•

a chance to test ideas (however,
confidence important)
indoors/outdoors – Science/social
science: great challenge – have to
think ”outside the box”
great to plan and perform for a
class. Instead of other students
schools are different +/a group of four +/all final plans available for the
students in: ”Kioskvältaren”

University lecturer
• fun
• often impressed of the
creativity
• take time: preparation,
travel to school etc.
• multidisciplinary sometimes
difficult…I know my subject!

